
SYGRod-FR001

Our fly fishing rods have a cutting-edge design that combines strength, power, and accuracy in a way that 

is unmatched in the industry. Because to the rod's ergonomic cork grip, you won't get tired of using it and 

won't have to worry about putting any pressure on your body either. 

The lightweight design not only makes casting easier during those long days spent on the river or lake, but 

it also enables your wrists to decrease the danger of tiredness even when used for a prolonged period of 

time.

The rod is composed of high-quality materials, and along with its sturdy construction, this ensures that it 

will remain in good condition regardless of where you take it. You will be able to cast farther and more 

precisely than ever before because to our one-of-a-kind design. With our dependable and strong product, 

you will have a better chance of making a flawless catch.

If you are seeking for a product that is of the highest quality and will not disappoint you in any way, then 

the fly fishing rods that we provide contain everything that you could possibly need.
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↑ SYGRod-FR001

Available Models

Item No. Type Length Action Line Weight Section Closed Length Net Weight

SYGFR001-1 Fly Fishing 2.7M Slow #4 4 29.94in 3.03oz

SYGFR001-2 Fly Fishing 2.7M Medium #5 4 29.94in 3.05oz

SYGFR001-3 Fly Fishing 2.7M Medium Fast #6 4 29.94in 3.81oz

SYGFR001-4 Fly Fishing 2.7M Medium Fast #7 4 29.94in 4.09oz
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Product Showroom
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Product Features

Transverse carbon cloth winding (X-45 Bias Construction), which helps to reinforce the overall structure, 

effectively inhibits the bouncing fish while shaking, and improves the vessel's stability.

K cloth joint, also known as a thicker carbon joint with a spigot ferrule, the spine tube closely with the 

design, so that the power between the insertion of the transfer may be transmitted more sharply via the 

rod body.
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The reel seats made of rubber, ergonomically designed hand rods, and human body-inspired three-

dimensional designs make them easy to hold for extended periods.

one-piece EVA grip, which helps to reduce fatigue while while boosting comfort.
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Packaging

Packing Method: Portable PVC tube with 600D oxford fabric

Packaging size: 

SKU Packaging Size(cm) Gross Weight(g)

SYGRod-FR001 85*8*6cm 508g
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